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Abstract

A number of load sharing/balancing mechanisms were developed in order to improve the
execution of a distributed application in a workstation cluster or any other kind of distributed
architectures. In fact, it would be possible to execute applications on any machine of a world
wide system. However, the notion of ‘distributed systems’ has gained in importance and
attraction with the introduction of the Web. This could result in a significant performance
improvement for the user. This paper describes the necessary, newly developed, principle
concepts for load sharing in a world wide distributed computing environment as described in
[10] to assure efficient automatic sharing of tasks.
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1. CONSIDERATIONOF LARGE DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

It is already proven that workstation clusters are powerful instruments to allow the execution
of processor intensive applications[8]. These systems have a good price/performance relation
and can avoid high costs for the installation of parallel supercomputers. Modern Load Sharing
and Load Balancing systems (for an overview see [3] or [9]) can enhance this relation once
more.
The Internet seems to be a very similair, only extremly large distributed architecture - which
shall be opened to a widely use by an Web Operating System [10][13]. Because of the size
there is the same need to apply powerful resource trading mechanisms to use the full capacity
of this system. Considering the circumstandes in workstation cluster systems and problems
discussed in related works it become clear that resource scheduling and security of resource
accesses might be the key problems for an effective work of a WOS systems [1][4][5][12][13].

But there is amajor difference between a common distributed system like a workstation cluster
and a Web oriented system: it is the distance between the machines and therefore the low speed
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of communication. While even a FastEthernet at 100Mbps may limit the possible performance
in a system, large distances between two machines and therefore reduced communication
speeds make it impossible to collect and to compute data in real time as it is done in classical
load sharing systems.
If there are no hard real-time restrictions, machines far away from the users’ computer can be
an acceptable place for processing any service for him [10]. Nebertheless, there are a number
of new problems (see also Fig. 1) becoming more important, which could be neglected in a
workstation cluster system. In particular, we identify the following ones:

• ·The structure of the system, especially of distant components can not be considered to be a
fixed. Furthermore, it is truly heterogeneous  in all aspects: structure of processing nodes,
messages, used communication units, storage capacities and speeds, etc.

• ·Because of large communication times, global on-line resource prediction is almost impos-
sible. There is no global manager which can  get and hold exact information about the cur-
rent state of the whole system.
Furthermore, the generated overhead would further increase the load of the already slow
network.

• ·Another general problem with a central data collection in the system is caused also by the
transmission times, since the state of the system may already have changed during the
transmission. The transmitted data will thus already be outdated upon arrival and therefore
be  invalid for any operations at the destination.

• ·Off-line learning and adaptation methods cannot be used because too many parameters had
to be collected. This could cause again a large overhead.

• ·In large networks with complicated structures failures or breakdowns of the system (the
network  as well as the computing nodes) are not improbably. Specifically, failures at any
intersection also result in a system fault. Therefore, suitable reactions of the system in case
of a failure must be implemented as a part of the load sharing system [10].

• ·Although most applications may be executed on any node without time limits, there might
exist restrictions regarding the completion time of an application
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Figure 1: Exemplary Architecture showing some new Problems for
a Resource Scheduling in a WOS
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• ·To meet the requirements of the user mobile or private hardware (communication and pro-
cessing resources) might be used, for which the user has to pay for. Considering this fact,
an optimization problem must be solved to get a suitable time/costs ratio.

From the above considerations it is clear thatnew approaches have to be implemented in order
to provide each application the most suitable hardware for its execution. As already mentioned
in [10], hereby criterias for the optimal execution may differ for each task.

A number of modern, innovative systems like client-server architectures, CORBA [17], ‘task
brokers‘ in the HP9000-System [18] or some warehouses concepts [10] already support such a
distributed execution of services on different hosts of a distributed architecture. Nevertheless,
all these systems need any kind of acentralized service (the server or the broker, see Fig. 1) to
organize the work and to assign service requests of any user to a suitable host. Therefore the
access and management of the server modules may cause larger response and waiting times
even in larger systems. Furthermore, special hosts must be distinguish as server nodes.

Since no centralized information about the state of a machine can be kept anywhere in the huge
world wide web system, each server must contact a potential service host directly before it can
start a job there. If more than one server offer the same service, an interconnection between
them might be necessary. So the efficiency of a centralized server in a WOS must be doubt once
more.
This contribution intend to introduce a more effective, completely decentralized approach for
doing so. It mentioned in this section that also the required software / services must be conside-
red in the same manner as all the hardware resources. The reason is that on one hand a correctly
working software can only be expected on the machine where it is installed properly, on the
other hand the availability of software is also limited by a number of licenses. Therefore, allo-
cating resources also means in the following part to check and to allocate all necessary software
resources for a service.

2. MAIN PRINCIPLES

With respect to the requirements mentioned above a suitable load management shall be de-
veloped. The heterogeneous nature of the Web, its diversity and dynamics imply thatexisting
systems, system routines and mechanisms have to be used as much as possible. Instead of de-
veloping completely new, but standard operating system procedures, we thus rather provide me-
chanisms for adequate configuration of system and application software and user requests.
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Figure 2: Execution with Clients and Server or Broker
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An essential precondition for the work of the WOS is that a number of users is registered in the
WOSNet (see [2]) and that the administratorsd of the machine have allowed the remote use of
hard- and software for other WOS participants. Sharing resources means in our context to define
and to declare for public access:

• the used hardware platform and the operating system
• the resources, which will be available for public access in a formalized way
• the programs, which will be shared with other users at defined times of the day or the week

with a short service description in a standard form
• a possible, required payment for the use

Now the execution of a (remote) WOS service requires that

• the necessary software is installed in the right version on a given machine
• the administrator of the machine allows a remote user to execute the necessary program(s)
• that machine has been detected to be able to execute this service for the remote user
• actually, enough free resources can be found and allocated on that machine to execute the

job
• the job can be finished in the required time / with the required parameters

For the development of suitable management units the consideration of the necessary overhead
plays an important role, because network connections cannot be considered to be fast. Therefore
searches over the WOSNet and resource trading actions shall be limited to a minimum.

Because of the above said and the knowledge of the user habits while working on a workstation
within a local cluster it sems to be convinient to allocate for each user a so called standard user
space. This user space should contains a set of different resources on different machines allo-
wing the user to satisfy 80% of his service requests.
Therefore at first a characteristic of typically used processes and programs of the respective
users must be created, stored and considered [11][16]. The use of a small, fixed set of user clas-
ses as suggested in [16] is not proper for doing so, because of the resource needs of the users
may differ to much. For doing so we suggest the application of statistic methods to characterize
the processes typically started by the respective user, including all their subprocesses. This also
include to keep the host information on which hosts the service was preferably executed. On the
base of these informations

• a user standard resource space can be allocated when the user login
• a steady adoptation of the size of the user space can be supported and
• a placement of any application within the reserved space can be done by using standard,

well-known load balancing methods (e.g. from [6], [7] or [14]) with a centralized decision
unit on the user‘s machine.

Furthermore, each process returns information about the allocated resources of a finished pro-
cess to the user‘s machine to support an update the named statistics about the average maximal
resource needs of the processes and of the user, respectively.
From the above said it is clear that a special resource trading demon must run on each machine,
because only the respective machine has the authority to deal with its resources. Subcentralized
managers/warehouses cannot fullfil this task because of long data transmission times, they are
only able to spread informations where resources could be allocated (see Fig. 3).

The developed specification and implementation shall be discussed in the following chapter.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION

Section 2 figures out that each computer in the WOSNet has two tasks: to be a WOS-client
which requests the service execution for the user sitting infront of the machine and to be a WOS-
server which accept or reject remote service calls. Therefore we suggest for the effective work
of the system including the resource scheduling the structure shown in Fig. 4.
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The left side of this figure shows the server the right one the client part of each WOS node. The
functionality is the following. Each user command is processed by the client side execution con-
trol unit. It decides, whether a process must be loaclly executed (for instance aps-command) or
not. While local executable jobs will directly proceed to the user interface of the respective ope-
rating system, all other service requests are sent to the user resource control unit. Here a decision
will be made, if the requested service can be fulfilled in the prereserved standard user space. If
it is so, with a common load sharing mechanism will be determined on which machine this will
be done.
Otherwise a search over the WOSNet must be started as described more detailed in [15]. This
is the task of the Search Evaluation unit which also evaluate the results of that request. For that
search former search results from the local warehouse can be give an satisfactor answer or a
WOSNet wide search must be organized. The results will be used from the user resource control
unit to contact potential hosts. A succesful service execution require, that at least one remote
resource control unit of a machine must obtain from its local warehouse a valid list entry that
the service can be executed on that machine for the requesting user and must be able to allocate
the necessary resources for that job. Than the job can be started there under the responsibility
of the remote job control unit which also contacts the user execution control to transmit the re-
sults. Therefore we suggest the use of a Net File System, like it will be used in WebOS [5].
Nevertheless, all search and execution information will be used to update the respective user
profile and search warehouse entries.

4. CONCLUSION

We have present an overview about the WOS-Project Resource Scheduling approach. Hereby
we figured out that partially known load balancing methods can be used within an allocated
standrad resource space and described a mechanism for the resource trading within the WOS-
Net.
After the implementation of the WOSP and WOSRP protocols the implementation is going on
in collaboration with the development of the saerch and resource trading methods. Most diffi-
culties arise from the fact that a partial set of files must be available for the execution of some
services and all data transmission might need to much time or generate a too high overhead wi-
thin the WOSNet as well as security aspects while accessing remote file systems.
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